prior to the polarimetric decomposition -contains about 10,000 pixels when acquired by TerraSAR-X.
Consequently, the traditional pixel-based estimation and classification of the backscattering mechanisms by very sophisticated polarimetric decompositions [26] is not appropriate for these data sets. Thus, it is reasonable to investigate agglomerations of measurements in the range of the mapping unit instead of dealing with isolated pixels.
Segment-based classification [27] represents one possible approach for this investigation introducing geometric features, as e.g. shape, size and context parameters of the segments. This requires a high quality of the initial segmentation which is challenging with respect to SAR data [28] . The segmentation algorithms applied to optical data assume a similarity of pixels which belong to the same segment and therewith, representing one object. In contrast, an object imaged by SAR generally appears as a collection of different backscattering effects, e.g. a residential house is characterized by the overlay of façade and forecourt, the roof, and the shadow behind. Even if highly accurate segment geometries from cadastral data (e.g. block units) are used, the imaging effects of SAR still impede a perfect match. Thus, we introduce a region-based evaluation as middle course between the pixel-based and the segment-based approach. The region-based strategy is partly pixel-based since the evaluation is performed at any position in the image and partly segment-based because a locally variable environment around the corresponding pixel is considered.
There are mainly two ways to investigate this large entity of measurements per evaluation point. First, a theoretical distribution function is adopted and its parameters are estimated from the samples [29] . In the simplest case of a normal distribution, the number of parameters reduces to the mean and the standard deviation. With respect to SAR images of urban environments the definition of an encompassing distribution, i.e. one statistical distribution that is valid for all settlement types, is not feasible, because different settlement types actually show different kinds of distribution [30] . Hence, the theoretical distribution is commonly chosen from a distribution family and adapted to the local image [31] . Second, the empirical distribution is accepted as it is and evaluated by so-called non-parametric approaches [32] . The latter approach is free from assumptions on the underlying statistics. In general, the computation of such algorithms is very expensive in terms of memory and time because of the usually high sampling rate which is required. The empirical probability density is commonly expressed by histograms. At this point, data preparation can help to reduce the number of bins of the histograms, i.e. the radiometric sampling rate, from several hundreds to just a few by a sophisticated and consistent scaling of the input data. The computing demand thus decreases considerably and the implementation becomes feasible with view to practical applications for the first time. One possible solution is provided by the TANH scaling implemented in the MultiSAR framework of DLR which will be introduced in the following and used as preprocessing environment for our SAR data sets.
II. STUDY AREA AND DATA SET

A. Reference data
For our experiments, we select three cities -Cape Town (South Africa), Mumbai (India), and Manila (The Philippines) -because of the following reasons: First, all three cities contain a significant share of slums, e.g. more than 50% of the population lives in slums in Manila. Morphologically these morphologic target areas are in line with the typically physical characteristics (small building extents, complex alignment of buildings, etc.)
identified by an expert group [33] as well as with the enhanced ontology presented by [34] . Second, all three cities are very large cities featuring a diverse mixture of different structural types across the city, but at the same time the structural configuration is varying across these cities. The Cape Town test area comprises Khayelitsha which represents a mixture of formal settlements, townships (generally planned settlements, but with very low living conditions), and slums. Further land cover classes in the image are bare soil and vegetation.
The Manila test site is characterized by high-rise buildings in the central business district, a large amount of formal residential buildings, the harbor zone with industrial buildings, and several rather small-sized slums.
Water and park areas like the Manila Cemetery are the main non-settlements classes. The Mumbai test ground is a very diverse landscape consisting of water, bog, grassland, bare soil, railroads, highways, the airport, and settlements. The built-up area is composed out of chemical factories, the central business district, the Mumbai university campus, formal residential buildings, and large slums like Dharavi. Thus, this setting allows evaluating transferability of the methodology across structural types of cities. Third, the availability of reference information on slum locations and extents is very scarce which limits the possible selection for test areas. Thus, we take advantage of classifications using EO-data from previous studies delineating slums [35] . This discrimination of morphologic slums is based on manual classification by an expert and thus, the reference data feature a very high accuracy. Fig. 1 shows one subset for each test site that demonstrates the problems in discriminating slums from other settlements types and/or land cover classes.
From these reference data about a third of the slum segments (929 overall -224 for Cape Town, 368 for Manila, and 337 for Mumbai) have been randomly chosen as training samples. The random selection ensures a spatial distribution of training samples across the entire city and across slightly varying morphologic characteristics.
Only segments with a minimum size of one hectare out of a larger collection are considered for stability reasons. This complies with a minimum patch size of approximately 100-by-100 pixels for the training areas, i.e.
each sample histogram is composed out of at least 10,000 measurements.
B. Remotely sensed data
The very high resolution SAR images are acquired by the TerraSAR-X mission in the high resolution spotlight mode. Each image covers an area of about 5 km by 10 km. Four different images have been taken of each test site: two images in ascending mode and two images in descending mode both with a steep and a flat incidence angle respectively. Two polarizations are measured at the same time, namely HH and VV, with a stable phase reference, so that the phase difference between the two co-polarized channels can be evaluated. The copolarized phase difference is essential for the discrimination of odd from even bounce effects [36] . All images are transformed into Kennaugh elements, geocoded, calibrated, speckle-filtered, and finally normalized [37] .
Details on the acquisition time, the geometry, and the sampling rate resulting from the uniform pixel spacing on ground and the varying incidence angle are given in Table I .
Polarimetric SAR data are delivered in linear scale and commonly processed to the coherency or the covariance matrix still in slant range geometry. [-1.0, -0.9, … , -0.1,0.0,0.1, … ,0.9,1.0], or even less, without significant loss of information. Following layers are available for dual-co-polarized images: 0 (total intensity, amplified by 7dB), 3 (relation between even-bounce and odd-bounce, e.g. diplane scattering vs. surface scattering), 4 (relation between HH and VV polarized intensity, e.g. horizontally oriented dipoles vs. vertically oriented dipoles), and 7 (phase correlation of the copol channels) [38] , see Figs. 4-6. It is worth to mention that the Kennaugh elements are nothing else than smart linear combinations of the covariance matrix elements and therewith very fast to compute.
In the speckle reduction step, the image is filtered by a bank of round-shaped as well as longitudinal kernels 
III. METHODOLOGY
The fundamental idea of this study is to describe the image content by the help of representative empirical distributions for slums and to identify similar local distributions in the SAR image. For this purpose, intensity ( 0 ), polarimetric ( 3 , 4 , 7 ) and texture layers ( ) are systematically tested as possible input. The respective distributions are described by their probability density functions (PDF) denoted by (x) for a specific variable x which are characterized by two properties (x) ≥ 0 for x ∈ ℝ and ∫ (x) dx
The same applies to a two-dimensional probability function like ( , ) as well. Consequently, ( ) and ( , t) both have no negative values and the integral over the whole value range of (and ) reaches one. The interval ]−∞, +∞[ is omitted in the following for clarity reasons. Three types of PDFs (x) will be addressed in the following: ( , ) denotes an empirical PDF of the training samples for a certain class c, ( ) stands for an estimated representative PDF of class c derived from ( , ), and ( ) describes the local PDF of an pixel environment defined by filter kernel f k .
All variables and functions are listed in Table II for convenience. In the ideal case, the representative PDF of a certain class c (x) is reached by marginalizing the twodimensional PDF of the samples c (x, t) over the t dimension.
This implies that all training samples t are equally weighted. As shown in Fig. 1 even reference data are not always reliable, a weighting function w +1 (t) is introduced in order to reduce the impact of possible outliers in the training samples. The reliability of the respective training site w(t) is initialized uniformly as w 0 (t) = 1
(equal weights) and adapted iteratively.
The similarity measure is identical to the one used for classification later on (see Eq. 8) and derived in a very detailed manner in A.1 and A.2. The weighted representative PDF thus unfolds to amplification of the SAR intensity in decibel Probability density functions (x) PDF of an arbitrary entity along x (x, t)
PDF of an arbitrary entity along x and y (training samples)
, (x) estimated PDF of class in the -th iteration step (x) representative PDF of class after the iteration
local PDF defined by filter kernel f k filter kernel to calculate ( ) from 0 ( ) α (z) PDF of the Schmittlets along absolute azimuth orientations ρ (x) PDF of the Schmittlets along relative orientations Weighting functions w (t) iterative weight of the trainings samples of iteration w ̅̅̅ mean weight over the all trainings samples of iteration Similarity functions s c,k,d similarity between a representative PDF of a certain class of interest and a local PDF defined by kernel along a specific dimension s c,k similarity between a representative PDF of a certain class of interest and a local PDF defined by kernel s c similarity to the class of interest where stands for the iteration step. The iterative estimation of the optimal weights takes into account the similarity of the PDF , (x) to each of the training samples gathered in (x, t).
These steps (Eqs 3&4) are repeated until the expected change of the weights becomes negligible. In our case, mostly less than ten iterations were already sufficient to reach a mean correction lower than 10 −6 per iteration.
The mean similarity mostly reaches at least 90%. This step guarantees that outliers do not corrupt the representative PDF (x) of the class of interest.
2) Estimation of local PDFs in an image
With view to image classification, PDFs of a local pixel environment (x) are of interest. The starting point is defined by the PDF of one single pixel (equivalent to scale 0) that counts one where the image value fits the respective bin , and zero otherwise
This PDF consequently is binary with only one positive entry because only the center pixel is considered. The shape and size of the local environment is given by a two-dimensional filter f k . It shares the properties of a common PDF defined in Eq. 1. The convolution in spatial domain (denoted by * ) hence produces a PDF (x) valid for a larger pixel environment
In that way, multi-kernel PDF evaluation is simply enabled. One could explain it like this: the local histogram is filled by counting pixels with reduced radiometric sampling in a neighborhood. With respect to the Schmittlets, multi-scale and multi-directional processing becomes feasible. As the PDF estimation on varying pixel environments is reduced to a simple convolution, it can be implemented very effectively using parallel computing.
3) Estimation of the relative orientation of Schmittlets
In the case of urban structures, the azimuth direction of Schmittlets is secondary because the orientation of a building block towards the grid north direction generally is arbitrary. By contrast, the relative direction in a local environment, i.e. the presence of parallel or perpendicular pairs of Schmittlets is essential. Therefore, the elongated Schmittlets of one scale are grouped to angle pairs via
The PDFs hence are converted from azimuth orientations α (z) to relative directions ρ (x). Multiples of π are not further distinguishable and therefore omitted. For instance, the first scale recognizing vertical (north-south) and horizontal (east-west) Schmittlets in α (z) now comprises parallel and perpendicular Schmittlet pairs independent of their absolute azimuth orientation in ρ (x). This step is applied similarly to the PDF of each training site c (x, t) before the robust estimation of the representative PDF c (x) as well as to the local PDFs after spatial convolution k (x).
B. Similarity estimation 1) Similarity of two PDFs
Consistent with the PDFs under study which range in [0,1], we aim at the comparison of two PDFs by a normalized measure. Such a measure can be derived from the X²-similarity test for discrete PDFs in A.1.
Alternatively, it can be derived comparably in the continuous domain via the weighted harmonic mean (cf. A.2).
Both derivations result in the same equation for the similarity s c,k between a local PDF in the image k (x) and a representative PDF of a certain class c (x) given by
The discrete evaluation of this measure requires a closed value range of the input data set as provided by the TANH scaling in the Kennaugh framework for ( 0 , 3 , 4 , 7 ) [37] or discrete image values with a very low bitdepth like the Schmittlets indices ( ) [39] . In this case, the implementation reduces to a simple matrix multiplication and element-wise division even in the multiple class case, see A.3. Hence, the computation can easily be parallelized. The similarity ranges in-between 0 for completely different and 1 for identical PDFs and thus, can be interpreted as probability measure again. The closed value range is the main advantage in comparison to other measures, e.g., the Kullback-Leibler-Divergence [40] , which mostly range in [0, ∞[.
2) Estimation of multi-dimensional similarities
In order to process multi-layer images, the one-dimensional method derived above has to be extended to the evaluation of multi-dimensional data sets. But, the handling of these multi-dimensional PDFs raises serious problems. Assuming a sampling rate of at least 21 bins (which is sufficient for TANH-scaled values), the PDF of a ten layer image (e.g. quad-pol Kennaugh elements) requires at least 21 10 ≈ 1.7 • 10 13 measurements. Apart from the immense memory demand, the number of pixels needed to adequately fill such a PDF is enormous. It is quite comprehensible, that this is not suitable for any practical application. Therefore, the multi-dimensional PDF is reduced to its marginal PDFs in each of the d dimensions and joint afterwards in the geometric mean which bases on the product of the marginal PDFs
see A.4 for the detailed derivation. Using this formulation which is also known as "Naïve Bayes" because of ignoring the conditional probabilities, the number of pixels required is significantly reduced as the PDFs of the single layers can be evaluated separately. Back to the example of TANH-scaled values, the minimum number of pixels to fill a one-dimensional PDF quantized to 21 bins may already be reached by boxcar filter kernel f k of 5-by-5 pixels. The uncomplicated extension to the multi-channel case is the second advantage of the new similarity measure over standard similarity measures like the Jensen-Shannon-Divergence (e.g.) which cannot easily be applied to marginal distributions separately. It is important to note, that correlation information is completely ignored in this approach, i.e. classes that only vary in their correlation properties cannot be discriminated. Contrariwise, a weighting of the input layers is simply possible replacing the geometric mean in Eq. 9 by a weighted geometric mean. In that way, layers with a high discriminative potential can be privileged in comparison to other input features.
3) Estimation of multi-scale similarities
The only remaining variable in the left hand side of Eq. 9 is the kernel function f k . The function defining the shape and scale of the pixel environment considered in the estimation of the local PDF can be arbitrarily chosen. Thus, any set of multi-scale kernels f k (e.g. the 35 Schmittlets) can be adopted. In order to reduce the similarity s c,k to a certain class estimated in different pixel environments defined by f k to only one single similarity value s c , simply the maximum value over all kernels is accepted
This step ensures that the best-fitting kernel is used for a specific class. Consequently, the class maxima might potentially appear in different scales in the multiple class case. This is reasonable because a potential class "building" (e.g.) logically might be part of a class named "residential area". The whole surrounding might be classified as "residential area" whereas single buildings might possibly stick out of the environment. To simplify matters, the single class case detecting slums is investigated exclusively here. The multi-class problem is treated in concurrent studies on land cover classification [41] and multi-sensor wetland monitoring [42] so far and will be subject to future studies as well.
IV. APPLICATION
This section shows application results derived by the methodology presented in the preceding section. It is divided into the introduction of the representative histograms for the slum class, the similarity maps of different scenarios, and the validation of recognized slums vs. other classes.
A. Sample PDFs
The representative PDFs are illustrated in Fig. 3 . The dashes lines plot the PDFs for each test site separately whereas the solid line indicates the joint PDF over all test sites for the slum class.
B. Similarity maps
Based on these representative PDFs (x), similarity maps are generated using multi-scale environments. In order to accelerate the calculation a simple boxcar filter covering the window sizes [5, 11, 25, 51, 101 ] is used as kernel function f k . Numerous experiments are carried out and validated in the subsequent section. This section illustrates the input data and the derived similarity maps. Subsets of the reference (optical image in background), the similarity maps, the intensity images, polarimetric Kennaugh elements and best-fitting Schmittlets of the respective image acquisitions in ascending pass direction with a flat incidence angle are presented in Fig. 4 for Cape Town, in Fig. 5 for Manila, and in Fig. 6 for Mumbai. The complete similarity maps are calculated by combining all images per test site together are given in Fig. 7 . Similarities in-between 50% and 70% are colored in green tones. Similarities exceeding 70% are colored in ochre tones. The expected similarity ranges around 90% as derived from the reference samples.
C. Validation
In order to numerically validate the similarity maps, their values are correlated with the reference data and the resulting distribution is plotted in Figs 8-10 . Common approaches presume a quantization into a low number of equally-frequent classes. Unfortunately, this is not the case in our study because of the rare occurrence of the class slums. Per-class-measures like the completeness (also producer's accuracy) and correctness (or user's accuracy) are more appropriate in order to level out the unequal occurrence of the classes and thus, are better suited for our single-class problem. Additionally, the two measures under study can simply be derived without prior quantization, i.e. instead of thresholding the similarity measure in favor of a binary slum / no slum classification the slum similarities are directly evaluated. Completeness only concerns the samples of the slum class whereas correctness always involves other classes. Therefore, the correctness is checked in relation to mixed settlements, to pure formal settlements and to non-built-up classes, i.e. water, bare soil, forest, etc. completeness logically equals one. When the similarity increases, the completeness decreases and reaches zero when the similarity reaches one, i.e. the higher the threshold the more class members are not detected. Using a very low threshold the correctness is equally low because of a vast overestimation. With a higher threshold, the correctness understandably increases because of a lower false alarm rate. The intersecting point of completeness and correctness marks the similarity value where completeness and correctness vs. the designated class become equal, see Tables III, IV, Taking Fig. 8a as practical example, the completeness and correctness are plotted for the slum similarity derived from a dual-co-polarized high resolution spotlight image of TerraSAR-X in ascending orbit direction with steep incidence angle. A similarity value of 0.5 (see the abscissa) promises a completeness of about 95%, but a correctness of only 60% vs. formal settlements, 40% vs. non-built-up classes, and 20% vs. mixed settlements. In other words, applying a similarity threshold of 0.5 for classification detects 95% of all slum areas, but also delivers 80% of the mixed settlements, 60% of the non-built-up areas, and 40% of the formal settlements.
Increasing the similarity threshold increases the correctness and decreases the completeness. A similarity of 0.7 (e.g.) leads to a completeness value of about 80% whereas the correctness vs. formal settlements ranges just above 80% and the correctness vs. non-built-up classes ranges just below 80%. The separability of slums and mixed settlements is understandably very low. The balance between completeness and correctness is reached in 60% which refers to a similarity of 0.8, see Fig. 8a . In the optimal case, the correctness already increases at low similarity values, but the completeness does not decrease until higher similarity values are reached. In consequence, the intersecting point has a very high cumulative probability. The explicit partition of the correctness in correctness towards different classes allows for the estimation of the quality for the distinction of the two classes under consideration which is reported in the Tables III, IV , and V. Fig. 3 shows that the training data of slums show nearly identical features in the three test sites although they are from different cities in different cultural areas. The polarimetric Kennaugh elements (Fig. 3 c-e) indicate a central -almost truncated normal -distribution, for all three study sites. The only difference can be found in the spreading: Cape Town delivers training samples with the highest accordance, whereas the samples of Mumbai are characterized by a higher variation. The mode of k 3 (Fig. 3c ) is shifted to negative values, i.e.
V. DISCUSSION
A. Sample PDFs
surface scattering is the dominant scattering mechanism over slums equally measured in all test sites. . All layer combinations are tested using varying passing directions (columns) and varying incidence angles (rows). . All layer combinations are tested using varying passing directions (columns) and varying incidence angles (rows). . All layer combinations are tested using varying passing directions (columns) and varying incidence angles (rows).
The relation of the co-pol intensities in k 4 (Fig. 3d) suggests a slight shift to positive values, i.e. a higher backscattering in HH than in VV. The co-pol correlation or phase shift in k 7 (Fig. 3e ) is centered over zero, i.e. no dominant scattering behavior can be observed. One might attribute this observation to the deficiencies of a partial polarimetric acquisition ignoring the cross-polarized component. But a concurrent study published recently proves that polarimetric Kennaugh elements derived from dual-co-polarized images can replace the elements from quad-polarized images nearly without limitation [43] . The total intensity in Fig. 3a underlines that slums are characterized by a rather low backscattering, i.e. lower than 7dB in the visualized case. Slums in Cape Town have the lowest backscattering over all four images under study. From Manila to Mumbai the proportion of brighter targets slightly increases. Nevertheless, the representative PDFs are quite similar for all three test sites. The same behavior can be observed for the best-fitting Schmittlet indices in Fig. 3b : Only the proportion of very short Schmittlets slightly varies between 18% (Cape Town) and 26% (Mumbai). This may correspond to the observed variations in the total intensity: a lower total intensity indicates a lower number of bright targets and therewith no necessity for small Schmittlets to be used for image enhancement. One reason might be a lower building density of the slums in the Cape Town data set which is indicated by visual inspection.
B. Similarity maps
The representative PDFs derived from all image acquisitions in all test sites provide the basis for the similarity maps produced by the multi-scale approach. The purely visual inspection of the total intensity in Fig. 4d indicates nearly no difference of the slums from the remaining areas. Only bare soil stands out by its lower intensity and smooth appearance after the Schmittlet enhancement. The best-fitting Schmittlet index image show rather dark red or turquoise colors over slums, which indicates only small structures in contrast to grey tones over unstructured areas (e.g., bare soil) and brighter colors, i.e. longer linear structures (e.g., streets) in the surrounding areas. Regarding Manila in Fig. 5 the overall proportion of short Schmittlets is much higher than in Cape Town, i.e., even formal building agglomerates show very fine structures. Only non-built-up areas like water or bare soil are clearly distinguishable. In the chosen subset of Mumbai (Fig. 6 ) the areas of short Schmittlets (dark red or turquoise) are interfused with longer linear structures quite contrary to what is observed in Cape Town and Manila. Despite this difference, the similarity map produced by combining all images over the respective test site delivers a high concordance with the reference data set in all three test sites. The similarity over slums provided by the reference data set is generally higher than 70% whereas surrounding areas drop down to less than 50% in the case of bare soil and less than 20% in the case of water, see Fig. 5b . The applied method does not seem to be suitable to trace the borders of slums. Indeed, it is a very difficult and often fuzzy task even for visual interpreters to delineate structural changes in the complex urban environments, cf. Fig. 1 . Thus, the method provides a local probability for the existence of slums. Back to the Manila test site where the harbor area shows similar patterns like the slums: a container terminal for sure cannot be distinguished from container settlements. Mono-temporal remote sensing methods can only recognize an agglomerate of containers, but they are not able to recognize the use of the containers: for transportation or as shelter for inhabitants. In other words, earth observation techniques are only able to derive the syntax of slums, e.g. physical indicators. The semantic classification as slum may potentially deviate from that.
C. Validation
The special validation considers a continuous variation of the similarity in order to recognize a certain local geometries enhances the accuracy of slums vs. non-built-up, but does not change the distinction between the different built-up classes. Again, the polarimetric information seems to be of minor influence. The validation for the test site Mumbai in Fig. 10 indicates class distinction accuracies around 50% for all layer combinations.
Combining ascending and descending acquisitions in general improves the accuracy. The incidence angle is playing a minor role in this context. Even combinations of steep and flat incidence angles do not increase the separability considerably.
In order to simplify the interpretation of the results, the accuracies reached in the equilibrium of completeness and correctness vs. formal settlement, mixed settlement and non-built-up areas are summarized in the Tables III, IV , and V. The maximum accuracies of about 90% can be found in the test site Cape Town (Table III) for the discrimination of slums from non-built-up areas. The discrimination from formal settlements ranges around 87% for the combination of ascending and descending geometries of dual-co-polarized images.
With view to Manila (Table IV) , the highest accuracy again is reported for the discrimination of slums from nonbuilt-up areas in the combination of ascending and descending images using both polarimetric and structural information at once. The maximum discrimination between formal and slums only amounts 62%. In our third test site Mumbai, the class discrimination is extremely low and ranges around 50% only for all class and image combinations, see Table V .
VI. Conclusion
This paper studies the appearance of slums in dual-co-polarized high resolution SAR images based on their empirical distribution. Intensity information is provided by the backscattering strength k 0 in hyperbolic tangent scaling, polarimetric information is kept in the normalized Kennaugh elements k 3 , k 4 , and k 7 . PDFs to produce similarity maps. Similarity in this context is synonymous with the probability of local occurrence the class of interest. Thanks to the mathematical characteristics of this similarity measure the input layers can be evaluated separately and joined afterwards which simplifies the data processing to a great extent.
The validation is performed by weighting completeness vs. correctness in relation to different reference classes. In general, the measured appearance of slums (based on the morphological reference information) in SAR images is very similar in all three test sites: Cape Town, Manila, and Mumbai. The combination of intensity and structure information provided by the Schmittlets has the greatest impact on the discrimination from other urban structure types. Polarimetric layers in general only deliver a slight enhancement of the discrimination of slums from formal settlements. In contrast, polarimetry turns out to be essential for the distinction of settlements from non-built-up areas. The combination of different acquisition geometries, mainly ascending and descending acquisitions, further enhances the classification accuracy. In summary, local patterns seem to be the crucial feature for the recognition of slums. Although they are similar for three cities under study (even on different continents) the contrast to surrounding formal buildings (or its relation to the surrounding urban morphology) is very special with respect to the specific complex urban morphologic configurations in each location. The Cape Town test site delivers accuracies for the class discrimination of slums from formal settlements up to 87% which is excellent whereas Manila reaches 62% and Mumbai only allows for slightly more than 50%. Thus, the presented method is applicable, but the classification accuracy highly depends on the specific city structure.
This result is supported by a concurrent study on the use of grey-level co-occurrence matrices and random forest classifiers for the identification of urban structure types [22] bi-static SAR concept [44] is the illumination of a scene by one emitter and the recording of the backscattered signal by several receivers. Thus, multiple imaging geometries become conceivable. To support this work, a signature database for different urban structure types might be established allowing for a multi-class differentiation of settlement types. As stated before, the presented method is designed to derive class similarities. With respect to the detection of slums this means that local probabilities for the existence of slums are produced. The method thus can only point out possible locations of those by the local patterns. The semantic decision, e.g., if a detected container depot is inhabited or not, cannot be taken automatically. The technique introduced in this paper can carve out regions of interest, even in regional to global data sets, but the final interpretation still has to take into account much more data sources and therefore, will still need human interaction in the near future.
In summary, this study constitutes a further step towards the practical application of SAR remote sensing for a regional inventory of slums and other informal settlements. Together with further data sources and observations it might provide one component to the understanding of self-built environments which is expected to host about two billion people in the coming years.
